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 H.264 support H.264 has quickly become the default video standard for today's online video player. JW Player supports this
video format through both our desktop and mobile player, along with other features and codecs. H.264 is the successor to

H.263. The primary difference between the two codecs is that H.264 is much more efficient at compressing video. H.264 and
VP8/VP9, which are also H.264 compatible, are both licensed under the MPEG LA license. Modified HTML5 support The web
browser is the primary way that JW Player is delivered. We update the browser, as necessary, to be HTML5 compatible and to

ensure that your browser is able to render all of the latest web standards. This blog post highlights JW Player's Modified
HTML5 support. Many of JW Player's features are disabled when a web browser is not HTML5 compliant, as many of them

rely on the browser to run javascript. JW Player therefore requires your browser to be HTML5 compatible and fully
implemented. Streaming JW Player is built for online streaming video. Some of the biggest benefits are . Flash fallback We
made JW Player compatible with most versions of Flash. This blog post highlights Flash compatibility. Streaming to mobile

With the new HTML5 player we built, our mobile player is capable of playing live video and H.264 content with video format
transitions. JW Player is also capable of playing back videos with a video format transition when a web browser does not have
HTML5 support. Open source JW Player is open source, allowing your feedback to help us build better players. This blog post
highlights JW Player's open source nature. Security JW Player is a 'white hat' player and does not use any third party JavaScript

libraries, to protect your privacy. This blog post highlights the security of JW Player. Developer API JW Player supports
developer access to an API. This blog post highlights our developer API. Content monetization JW Player supports the most

popular online video monetization methods. This blog post highlights our monetization options. Pricing JW Player is available
for a monthly subscription price. This blog post highlights JW Player's pricing. Add-on content JW Player provides the ability to
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